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The UCI AC HEATING CUP series 

RULES 

 
are fully compatible with UCI Regulations: 

 

 

https://www.uci.org/regulations/3MyLDDrwJCJJ0BGGOFzOat 

https://assets.ctfassets.net/761l7gh5x5an/wQympSG6EWlKq6o6HKw9E/06476118f9497fcaa
ec76bf422475a80/1-GEN-20240101-E.pdf 

https://assets.ctfassets.net/761l7gh5x5an/6qYIYIddcAPjN248n7tVDI/60971cf4716efc2679ae
d67a56acaa46/UCI_MTB_Rules_-_Part_IV_-_ENG_-_V01.2024.pdf 
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Additional text for the UCI AC HEATING CUP 

1. year of the UCI AC HEATING CUP consists of these 5 events: 

1. SAT-SUN - 30.-31.3.2024 
STUPNO UCI C2 

2. SAT-SUN - 13.-14.4.2024 
STŘÍBRO UCI C3 

3. SAT-SUN - 1.-2.6.2024 
AŠ UCI C3 

4. SAT-SUN - 24.-25.8.2024 
ÚSTÍ NAD LABEM UCI C3 

5. SUN - 15.9.2024 
VIMPERK UCI C2 

 

2024 categories (according to year of birth): 

 girls 6: 2018 and younger (<= 6 years) 
 boys 6: 2018 and younger (<= 6 years) 
 girls 7-8: 2016-2017 (7-8 years) 
 boys 7-8: 2016-2017 (7-8 years) 
 girls 9-10: 2014-2015 (9-10 years) 
 boys 9-10: 2014-2015 (9-10 years) 
 pupil-w I: 2012-2013 (11-12 years) 
 pupil-m I: 2012-2013 (11-12 years) 
 pupil-w II: 2010-2011 (13-14 years) 
 pupil-m II: 2010-2011 (13-14 years) 
 cadet-w: 2008-2009 (15-16 years) 
 cadet-m: 2008-2009 (15-16 years) 
 junior-w: 2006-2007 (17-18 years) (UCI points) 
 junior-m: 2006-2007 (17-18 years) (UCI points) 
 women elite: 2005 and older (>= 19 years) (UCI points) 
 men elite: 2005 and older (>= 19 years) (UCI points) 
 open19: 1995-2005 (19-29 years) 
 open30: 1985-1994 (30-39 years) 
 open40: 1975-1984 (40-49 years) 
 open50: 1974 and older (>= 50 years) 
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LINE UP OF RIDERS TO THE START LINE 

The riders line up in the order according to this mentioned: 
1) According to the UCI ranking (UCI categories – junior(w+m), women and elite) 
2) According to the AC HEATING CUP overall results 
3) The INCOMERS (not ON-LINE registered) 

 
 
Prize money + other prize: 
 
PRIZE MONEY for UCI categories (junior(w+m), women and elite) 
- According to UCI regulation – see the proposition for individual races 

 
Other categories: material prizes from the organizer + the series 

It is polite to stay for the announcement of the winners, otherwise the prize always goes to the 
organizer. 

Absolut night (the ceremonial announcement of all season results): 
 
SATURDAY NOVEMBER 9th 2024 
The ceremonial announcement of the winners in 2024 will take place in Pilsen - SALOON ROUDNÁ 
Saloon Roudná | Steak restaurant in Pilsen (saloonroudna.cz) 
www.saloonroudna.cz 
 
- - 100 announced competitors (first five in each announced category)  
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Point rating: 

 1st place ... 34p 
 2nd place ... 31p 
 3rd place ... 28p 
 4th place ... 25p 
 5th place ... 23p 
 6th place ... 21p 
 7th place ... 19p 
 8th place ... 18p 
 9th place ... 17p 
 10th-25th place each 1 point descending 

Bonus point rating: 

A BONUS POINTS will be added to the basic point rating (above) in each race. 
Bonus points rating is based on the number of starting competitors in the category 
Example: 
20 competitors starting in category: + 20 points for 1st, 19p for 2nd, 18p for 3rd, etc. 
30 competitors starting in category: + 30 points for 1st, 29p for 2nd, 28p for 3rd, etc. 
Bonus rating ensures that even the last competitor in the category gets at least 1 point. 

Classification: 

Competitors will be evaluated in all UCI AC HEATING CUP series races listed for their category. 
All point gains are included in the overall ranking of the category. 
 
The winner of the UCI AC HEATING CUP series is the competitor with the highest number of points. 
In case of equality of points, the following shall decide: 
#1: better placement in the main race of the series (Břasy-Stupno) 
#2: higher number of completed races 
#3: better achieved point evaluation and their higher number 
 

Registration for the race and payment of the entry fee: 

It is possible to register for the UCI AC HEATING CUP series race on the websites 
 hynekmusil.cz: AC HEATING UCI SERIES (Stupno, Stříbro, Aš a Ústí / Labem) or 
 SportSo  - Profesionální čipová časomíra a výsledkový servis. (Vimperk), 

- or only as a last resort at the place and on the day of the race - 
- - (100% surcharge to the basic entry fee) 

 
It is NOT POSSIBLE to register for a race of the UCI AC HEATING CUP series on another 
website 
 
ON-LINE registration is valid after payment of the entry fee in advance to the bank account. 
 
The following text is valid for the Stupno, Stříbro, Aš and Ústí/Labem events 
  (Vimperk event - follow the SPORTSOFT registration conditions) 
 
 Information about the payment of the entry fee will be sent to the registered person by e-

mail immediately after the registration is completed. 
 If the e-mail 'Confirmation of ON-LINE registration' does not arrive, you need to wait for 

about 5 hours, then you can request to resend the e-mail at the address: 
hynekmusil(at)hynekmusil.cz 
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 Payment of the entry fee will be made by bank transfer. The payment order is part of the 
e-mail Confirmation of ON-LINE registration. Attention should be paid to the following text: 

 
Please fill-in this Athlete Identification Code to 'message for recipient' as follows:  
/AIC/nnnnnnnnnn 
IMPORTANT! this Athlete Identification Code serves as payment identification, enter it properly in 
the payment order 
IMPORTANT! this Athlete Identification Code has 10 characters, please enter ALL 10 (ten) numbers 
in the 'message for recipient' line as requested 
Any other text in 'message for recipient' cannot be read by the automatic system!!! 
If the 'message for recipient’ field is left blank, the payment will be returned as unidentifiable. 
In case of any questions, write to e-mail: hynekmusil(at)hynekmusil.cz – in English please. 
 

Presence of the race participants: 
 
The presence of participants always takes place the day and at place of the UCI AC HEATING CUP 
series event , the beginning of the presence is given by the propositions of the individual event, the 
presence must be made no later than one hour before the start of the participant's category 
- carefully follow the propositions for individual events 
The presence of participants in the race rests 
- in picking up the start number 
- in the signature of the participant or his legal representative on the attendance record 
 
If the participant is not registered ONLINE, it is possible, as a last resort, to register at the day and at 
the place of the event and pay the entry fee incl. 100% surcharge. 
In addition, the competitor's basic data must be communicated when attending - it must be taken into 
account that entering the participant's data (name, year, club/municipality) is very lengthy and we warn 
in advance of the possibility of errors by the organizer by rewriting the data into the attendance list and 
of the subsequent possibility of timekeeper errors by rewriting data from the attendance sheet into the 
timekeeping program 
  - neither the organizer nor the timekeeper bears any responsibility for any damage caused 
due to such errors ... everyone has the option to log in ONLINE and enter the correct data. 
 
 

 


